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Throwing knife set 12

12 set of knives with 4 bags, 3 knives in each bag! Stealthy Dozen Throwing Knives 12pcs has a solid, solid, stainless steel tango starting from the spear point blade, through the handle loop. Unique blade angles are included in the blades to improve the piercing coefficient. Compressed black cords wrapping around the
handle with a particularly cool grip on each Stealthy Dozen Throwing Knives at 12pcs. Balanced pommel is round and terry with red ribbon fringe at the end. Each set contains 12 throwing knives inside a thick nylon tray bag. Inside Velcro tightly closes the folding veil. Nylon straps on the case can be attached to the leg,
arm, belt, belt or other accessory. Specifications Total length: 6.05 inch blade length: 3.5 inch blade material: 440 stainless steel blade thickness: 3mm blade type: Javelin point, Double edge brightness and functionality: sharpened, functional, martial arts thrower handle length: 2.5 inch thrower count: a dozen (12) knives
include: 12-section nylon veil, Velcro closure, double-belt loop specifications Blade Color Blue Blade Edge Plain Blade Length 3.50 Blade Material Stainless Steel Handle Black Handle Wrapped Knife Type Fixed Blade Blades She Included Yes Sheath Material Nylon Total Length 6.25 Jan 22, 2019 (5 out of 5) Perfect for
beginners This is a great starter kit. my only comment is that at the end of the strip there is no high quality and wrapped handle comes to undo easily, but overall the great product Nicholas smith Dec 29, 2015 (5 out of 5) not bad, but .... Like other comments seggest, strips and string fall off quickly, the string on the
handle is made of nylon, so add some heat and press to make sure it stays in the strips, I just repaced it with some cotton strips of fabric I had, got them so that one of my friends could teach me how to throw them, as indicated in the past coments edges are not very sharp My friend told me that was a good thing
because I was just learning and the edges don't have to be sharp, that it stick to the target balance is nice and they are easy to throw, I like it and I like to segest them to everyone else who learns to throw knives or if you already know then they are grating in practice because of the cheap price and the amount you get to
make her really win win situeation Mark Apr 23 2015 (5 out of 5) Easy to throw great set of knives and easy to throw. They're 95% of the time. The creaking of the handles comes out, but still it is not necessary. delayed August 05, 2013 (5 out of 5) perfect very nice knife set. Durable, long-lasting, and sharp Royce Jul 09,
2013 (5 out of 5) big Very nice j. skills Jul 03, 2013 (5 out of 5) amazing this set is amazing I can stick every knife barly trying they perfectly balenced but the wrapping on the handles falls off easily and the red strip falls off but don't bother me at all May 12 , 2019 (4 out of 5) Cool Solid Sort they're perfect for me as
someone who likes to throw smaller knives, but tips snap quite easily. They lasted me maybe 2 dozen throws per piece. On Jan 13, 2019 (4 out of 5) nifedog I read reviews. The blade must not be sharp, but the end must be a throwing knife, not a cutting design. As for the tape, I will work with him. this is my first set to
throw knives for a price of 12 I have opportunities to practice. Jan 22, 2018 (3 out of 5) These knives are not the best ropes on the back, and the blade bends a lot, they are very sharp, but did not create the best Aaron Flores Sep 26, 2015 (3 out of 5) They will work the blade, which he self much lower than expected. In
terms of balance, the weight is correct. They need the skills to throw them away at any given distance, but they will stick. It is best for a short range of about 3 - 5 feet. It's fun, but it's not a real body. Jul 12, 2015 (2 out of 5) Mehhh... The edge itself is only sharp on the tip of the blade, so it is not good for cutting. This is a
good first set to buy for a child, but not for an adult. It has excellent makeshift stitch breaker patches, though. Dan Brown Mar 28, 2015 (2 out of 5) You get what you pay for I guess. Advertising does not do justice, they sound like these bodies; they are 3 pieces, hardly sharp scrap metal. These knives are closer to ninja
needles than knives. While the point was sharp enough to be put on cotton wood targets, it was not an easy feat with these small light knives. I even tried to sharpen them even more to understand that the blade is not fully formed (there is more than a visual illusion of a sharp edge). Again, I got what I paid, not as much
as you think. David Bryant Mar 26, 2014 (2 out of 5) cheap wound handles string wound handles come undo quickly and the red stripe will turn off just as quickly. I ordered my 9-year-old son and thought the red tape was a good idea to find knives after throwing them in the yard. found strips, but not all knives Shane
Miller Dec 28, 2019 (1 in 5) Over-priced throw a couple of times until the line began to untangle. I am very disappointed in the purchase. will be Feb 21, 2014 (1 in 5) not well received these and that was the first thing I ordered from BudK. did not leave a good impression on the handle strings were not tied line around the
handle came loose © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates menu search wishlist Log 0 shopping cart Fury 3 Black Throwing Knives Launch collection or hobby or challenge your friends with our 12 Piece Throwing Knife set. With six black and six silver beautifully balanced throwing knives, you and even a friend
can embark on a journey of competition and general enjoyment. Along with the throwing knives there is a veil containing all 12 stainless steel knives. Buy 12 Piece Throwing Knife set and start throwing your way into a new hobby. Main features: Black and silver steel wire wrapped handle Nylon shrouded material:
Measurements: Only product may leave feedback. 12 throwers and folding nylon zipper tray set! The green 440 stainless steel is carved into a sharp edge and the leading point in this Japanese Shinobi Throwing Knife set. They are bald stainless with black writing on the blade. Four pick-ups are displayed in a 2.5-inch
handle handle. Use the pranks to adjust your distance and speed target. Each Japanese Shinobi Throwing Knife Set has a folding nylon display bag with a durable zipper closure. Specifications Total length: 6 inch blade length: 3 inch blade material: 440 stainless steel blade thickness: 3mm blade type: javelin point,
double edge brightness and functionality: sharp, functional, martial arts thrower handle length: 2.5 inch number of throwers: a dozen (12) knives include: 12 Chapter Nylon Sheath, Zipper Closure, Nylon Loop Loop
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